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Say hello!

Callum is exactly the type of officer we need on NEC 
because he knows what FE is all about!“ ”

- Emily Chapman, NUS VP Further Education

What do We want?
NUS inspired me to try and establish a new,  
innovative and effective students’ union in my 
College; and that’s what I did. NUS must be a
movement that continues to inspire students 
to drive change for their futures. On NEC, I 
would push our FTOs to engage with all of our 
constituent members, promoting grassroots 
activism to realise collective change 
nationwide. For me, this achieves two main 
goals. By reaching out to our constituent 
members, we would empower learners to 
speak on their education. NUS must be more 
active in engaging less-established or smaller 
constituent members – especially in FE!  NUS 
must amplify the voices of Further Education 
learners and must not leave us drowned out 
by the roar of HE. We have just as much to 
say. By reaching out to our constituent 
members, NUS would also weave a 
collaborative and connected network of 
Unions on a local, national and global level. 
Synergy is the only way that we will keep 
winning on the things that matter to students 
nationwide. 

When do we want it?

RECAP

1. 2. 3.

Now! A vote for Callum Slater #1 for Block of 
15 is a vote for immediate commitment, 
dedication and drive. In just one year I have 
played a leading role in establishing a 
students’ union in my newly merged College. I 
am the first proud President and will be our 
first ever Sabbatical Officer next year. 
Students’ lives matter to me and I aim to 
maximise the opportunities of my students 
every day. Having me on NEC would allow me 
to share my FE experiences to improve lives 
in Colleges nationwide. It is time for NUS’ 
smallest constituent members to have a 
leading voice and I will confidently speak on 
behalf of all those who share my
aspirations for an 
inclusive, 
innovative and 
inspiring National
Union of Students. 

Callum Slater
FCSU President

#SLATER4GREATER

An inspiring movement Amplified fE Grassroots synergy
NUS and its FTOs 
must inspire its
members to drive
change on their 
campuses.

NUS must consider
FE in all that they do
and offer FE learners
the chance to make

change.

Two heads are
better than one and

we are stronger united.


